Sentence Completion Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. If I had completed my studies, I ......................... a better job.

   could find

   can find

   could have found

2. Get that cat ............................. the piano.

   from

   off

   up

3. You can eat as much as you .........................

   will want
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want

wanted

4. She said that she .................................. coming.

is

was

has been

5. ......................... she tried, she could not solve the problem.

Please select 2 correct answers

Hard as

Hard though

Though hard
6. The show was ......................

- interesting
- interested
- Either could be used here

7. He asked me what ....................... doing there.

- was I
- I was
- I am

8. Hardly .............................. sat down to rest, when someone knocked on the door.

- I had
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9. Seldom ........................................ seen such a mess.
   I have
   have I
   did I

10. 'I don't want to do.' '.......................... do I.'

Please select 2 correct answers

So
Neither
Nor
11. We cannot go out ........................................ it rains.

   as soon as

   as long as

   as far as

12. I would rather you .................................... now.

   leave

   left

   had left

Answers

1. If I had completed my studies, I could have found a better job.

2. Get that cat off the piano.
3. You can eat as much as you want.

4. She said that she was coming.

5. Hard though / Hard as she tried, she could not solve the problem.

6. The show was interesting.

7. He asked me what I was doing there.

8. Hardly had I sat down to rest, when someone knocked on the door.

9. Seldom have I seen such a mess.

10. ‘I don’t want to do.’ ‘Neither do I.’

11. We cannot go out as long as it rains.

12. I would rather you left now.